1.
The one thing I can’t forget is that I would never have seen my first Glower if I hadn’t started that
last fight with Rosa. That last, stupid fight.
I should have held my tongue. I should have appreciated what I had. It was our first good
conversation in weeks. I’d texted her some images from the portfolio of a local artist I’d come
across online, thinking they fit the look her dance studio was considering for their upcoming recital.
She’d called me to tell me she loved them and that she’d just gotten a callback for an audition. In
her excitement, the haze of stress and doubt that had surrounded her for most of the last few months
fell away. It was a moment meant to be cherished.
But then she mentioned Isaac in that bright sparkling voice that used to be her normal tone, and
all my doubts came rushing in. I’d managed to bury them for weeks. It had been easier when I could
see how much my girlfriend needed me to be steady for her through her own struggle. Easier to
believe I was the one she wanted. That one moment when she tossed out his name so casually was
all it took to yank my jealousy back to the front of my mind and into my mouth. And back then I
didn’t have the self-control to catch it.
“Isaac was there when you got the call?” I said. I think I even interrupted her.
Rosa paused. In the gap when nothing but the fizz of static carried through the speaker of my
hand-me-down phone, I felt her sparkle dying.
“Teo, don’t start that again,” she said. She sounded suddenly weary. I should have stopped and
salvaged the conversation. I could have. But my mouth was already moving.
“It just seems weird that he gets to hear your good news before I do,” I said.
“It’s not like I planned it that way,” Rosa said. “You know he has his contemporary classes
down the street. We ran into each other after, we grabbed a snack, and that was when they called.”
“How many times have you seen him this week?”
“We’re just friends, Mateo. Jeez. I’ve told you that a million times. What, do you want me to
just never talk to him again?”
Even then, I knew better than to answer honestly. I’m not sure what set me off. Maybe it was
the fact that she’d avoided answering the actual question, which made me suspect she’d seen Isaac
more than even she thought was normal. Maybe it was the pressure of having held in my concerns
for so long. Because I knew the right answer, and yet there I was saying, “Yes. That’s what I want.
He’s after you, Rose—it’s not right.”
I still remember the sound she made, as if she’d tried to laugh but was too choked up to manage
more than a strangled cough. It made my gut bunch into a ball that only got tighter when she started
talking.
“Of course,” she said. “Because he couldn’t actually like me as a person, right? Why would
anyone just like me? Why should I get to have a friend who actually understands what I’m going
through—the classes, the auditions, everything with the dancing that you don’t have a clue about?
You know what’s not right? It’s you turning my good news into a thing to complain about. You
can’t be the only person I ever talk to, Teo.”
My skin went cold all over. She’d gotten pissed off at me before, but she’d never sounded so
serious. Finally, my better sense caught up with me. All I wanted to do was take it back. Restart
from the beginning.
It’s too bad it was too late.
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“I didn’t mean it like that,” I protested, and Rosa cut me off before I could continue.
“Are you sure? Because that’s what I heard.”
“I’m sorry. I love you, Rosa, that’s all. I don’t want to lose you. I’m sorry.”
“I don’t want to talk to you any more today,” she said. “There are some things you just
shouldn’t say. You should keep them to yourself.”
And then she hung up on me, an ice-sharp click on the line.
I was left sitting in my bedroom with a silent phone at my ear. Rosa had never hung up on me
before either. I lowered the phone, but only to my lap, and sat there waiting for her to call back, to
apologize and finish talking things out.
The phone’s screen went dark and stayed that way. The chill on my skin slowly sank into my
stomach.
She’d been so on edge lately. She’d needed this happy moment, and I’d ruined it. I had to make
it up to her.
I called her number, but it went straight to voice mail. She’d turned off her phone—or blocked
me? That only made me more worried.
If she wouldn’t speak to me on the phone, I’d just have to go to her.
It seemed like a simple enough answer when I decided it. I swung by her house in the suburb
next to ours on my longer weekend runs all the time. Biking would get me there faster, though. I
grabbed the ten-speed from the porch and took off.
I hadn’t paid attention to how hot it was, even with the sun just dipping below the horizon. A
humid breeze wafted around me, still carrying the burnt wood smell of the forest fire that had
finally died out this morning. Within a couple of minutes, I couldn’t think about anything except the
ache in my chest and the sweat trickling down my back. I was going to be a mess by the time I got
to Rosa, but I couldn’t let myself stop. I had a sense, like a stopwatch ticking down in the back of
my head, that every second counted.
I still wasn’t fast enough. When I finally made it to Rosa’s house, panting and drenched, I knew
right away she was gone. The old Hyundai she’d scraped together enough money to buy after her
sixteenth birthday that spring wasn’t in its usual spot by the curb. The streetlamp gleamed yellow
off the blob of oil where it had leaked.
There were plenty of places Rosa could have gone, but I didn’t have time to check them all. I
could make a reasonable guess. When she started feeling the pressure too much, when she got that
frantic glint in her eyes like a mouse pinned by a cat’s paws, she didn’t want to be around people.
She liked to drive out into the canyons, onto the loneliest roads she could find. A couple of times
this month, I’d sat beside her as the tires bumped and the engine sputtered with each dip of the
potholes she didn’t slow down for, watching silently until the tension around her mouth relaxed and
the color came back into her knuckles where she gripped the steering wheel. I knew her favorite
route, even if I wasn’t old enough yet to get my license and drive it myself.
I didn’t really believe I had a hope in hell of catching up with her. I just needed to be moving.
Every moment I delayed, fear burrowed deeper into me.
I pushed on past the houses and the streetlamps. By the time I left them behind for dry earth and
stumpy trees, the smoky smell had thickened, rubbing my throat raw with every breath. The
muscles in my runner’s legs were throbbing. I stared down the road through the dimming daylight,
willing a pair of headlights to blink into view in the distance.
I was just rounding the first curve into the canyon proper when I saw a different sort of smoke.
A plume of it streaked up from the slope beside the road.
Somehow I found a fresh burst strength to apply to the pedals. The road slanted down, and I
careened with it, my heartbeat pounding. The wind brought a scorched chemical smell to my nose.
Rosa’s red Hyundai lay on its side in the midst of the brush, some twenty feet down the slope
from the road. She’d kept going straight where the road turned, smashed through the guardrail, and
tumbled on down. From the skid marks, she’d realized at the last second and tried to correct her
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course. Too late.
The instant I recognized her car, my mind detached from my body. My legs kept moving
automatically. I dropped my bike and scrambled down the slope. My hand whipped out my phone,
my thumb tapping in the emergency number. I think I shouted her name. It was only when my feet
jerked to a halt a few feet shy of the car that my consciousness slammed back into my head with a
heave of my breath, as I gaped at the glowing figure slumped in the passenger seat.
The shimmer radiating off the figure’s skin blurred his features—and highlighted Rosa’s where
she lay crumpled against the shattered window on the driver’s side. My gaze jerked from the
glowing thing to her. Her face had turned sallow around the blood that streaked across it from
forehead to jaw. Her eyes were dull beneath her half-lowered eyelids. The soft lips that had spoken
my name little more than an hour ago parted to emit a scarlet dribble.
A yell ricocheted up my throat, rough-edged as the rocks that littered the ground around the
crash site. Then I recognized the shining head now bending to Rosa’s shoulder.
It was Isaac. The boy who’d tangled me up in jealousy nearly every day since Rosa had first
mentioned him—a fellow dancer, a guy two years older than me, with that confident smile and that
perfectly tousled flaxen hair. But I’d never seen him glow. The light seemed to sear from the whites
of his eyes and the tips of his fingers as he pressed his hand to Rosa’s chest.
My first thought was that he meant to help her. Then I saw that the light in him was searing
brighter as another light lit in her—and flowed out of her body into his.
“No!” I shouted as I hurtled the last few steps to the car. My foot caught on one of those
scattered rocks. I tripped, catching myself on my elbows as I sprawled. A flash of pain shot up my
arms. Ignoring it, I scrambled onto my hands and knees.
Isaac was gone. There was no one on the slope except me, no one in the wrecked car except
Rosa’s still, bloody body.
I crawled to her side. Her arm was bent at an impossible angle, her pale palm tipped toward the
sky. I curled my fingers around her limp ones.
“I’m sorry,” I said, as if my apology could turn back time. “I’m so sorry, Rose. I’m sorry.”
I must have apologized to her a hundred times as the sirens pealed toward us. I never let go of
her hand.
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2.
For his first show after his latest stint in rehab, Malignant J was in top form. He swaggered across
the stage, spinning out the lyrics of his final encore with a speed I’d always found incredible,
pumping up the crowd to a roar with a sweep of his arm. The thick, square-topped silver ring we’d
made a point of letting the paparazzi capture since his re-emergence glinted under the spotlights. I’d
seen a matching glint on the fingers or dangling from chains around the necks of dozens of fans
when I’d surveyed the line outside the venue before the concert. From back stage, watching the
audience as they raised their hands in applause, I caught several more.
I doubted anyone in the crowd had a clue that the sigil imprinted on that piece of bling could
shake up a Glower’s ability to move through this world. They didn’t have a clue that demons like
the Glowers even existed. Not even Malignant J knew that. But none of them needed to know for
the sigil to do its work.
My client was one of the top rap artists of the year, with a reputation for instability and
misbehavior—exactly the sort of target the Glowers preferred. They weaseled their way into the
lives of creative artists by exploiting every weakness they could, offering glimpses of the
supernatural inspiration they could provide to increase the artist’s eagerness for their company.
Then, when the target was hooked, they presented a deal shrouded in misleading language that
amounted to selling one’s soul. When the artist accepted, the demons placed a mark that allowed
them to more easily inspire the creative highs the artist longed for—and to more easily feed off the
energy generated during those highs, until the person was little more than a shell of their former
self. In the end, whether through an accident caused by an addled mind or a desperate act to end the
downward spiral, anyone marked would die.
When I’d first taken this assignment, a Glower had already been circling Malignant J in the
guise of a drug-enabling associate. It had started to earn the rapper’s trust by boosting his
confidence in moments of doubt with his music. I’d managed to discourage that demon within a
week, but there had always been more on the fringes. Yet tonight, with all those rings and their
sigils shining in the crowd, not a single glowing figure had come stalking after my client’s soul.
Fiona would be happy to hear my report, I thought as I scanned the audience again. This new
strategy of using our clients’ fan bases to help deter Glowers had been her brainstorm. The best part
of it was, if we reached enough people, we’d be protecting at least some of the many artists who
hadn’t risen to enough prominence to become clients of the Tether Society yet—people like Rosa.
With every new campaign, with every new group of people carrying sigils or malachite or the other
materials that disrupted the demons’ energies, we made the whole world less welcoming to Glowers
on the hunt.
Malignant J—or Jayden, as those of us who worked with him closely usually called him to his
face—looked pleased with the night’s outcome too. He grinned as he raised his mic and gave one
last shout-out to the crowd. A wave of cheers and excited screams swelled up in response. Jayden
saluted his fans before sauntering off stage into the wings, where I was waiting.
“Great performance,” I said, falling into step beside him as he headed to his dressing room. “I
think the audience would have stayed with you all night if you’d kept going, they were so into it.”
“It felt pretty great, Matty,” Jayden said in his low voice that was rhythmic even when he wasn’t
turning a rhyme. After five months, I no longer had to suppress a wince at the nickname he’d given
me, which sounded like it should belong to a child under ten, not a man of twenty-two. “I’m glad to
be back.”
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“You’re starting off with a bang,” I said. “The two appearances tomorrow, and shows all
through the week—it’ll be nice seeing Miami again. Your fans there, nothing beats their
enthusiasm.”
Jayden came to a halt outside his dressing room door. His backup musicians and dancers hadn’t
made their way into the bowels of the venue yet, so we were alone in the narrow air-conditioned
hall. He turned to look me in the eye. It wasn’t that hard—though he had at least fifty pounds on
me, his broad frame draped in the bulky bomber jacket he favored for performances, we were the
same height—but meeting my gaze so directly seemed to embarrass him. He rubbed the back of his
neck.
“Matty, look, you’re not coming to Miami.”
I blinked. “What do you mean? We’re scheduled there on Monday.”
“I’m scheduled there.” Jayden paused and sighed. “I figured I should let you know ahead of
time. It seems dishonest not to. I talked to my manager, and we’re requesting a replacement advisor
from your ‘Society.’”
He dropped his gaze. I was staring at him. I reined in my reaction, forcing myself to tilt my head
casually.
“A replacement,” I repeated. “Why? Is there a problem?” I’d thought everything had been going
well in the two weeks since he’d gotten out of rehab. He hadn’t mentioned any concerns. We hadn’t
argued. It didn’t make sense. And even though he’d been good about wearing that ring regularly,
with his substance abuse issues the Society would definitely insist on continued monitoring for at
least the near future.
“Not with your work,” Jayden said, holding up his hands. “Don’t get me wrong, brother. I’ve
said nothing but good things about that. It’s just a personal differences kind of thing. We’ve never
really gelled. You’ve got to know that. We’ve had some good times, but there’s something about
you, the way you keep to your own self, it makes me a little tense. I need to be around people I can
relax with, you know? Folks with more of a chill vibe. It’s not your fault.”
“I’m sorry to hear you feel that way,” I said. What else was there, really, that I could say? My
mind tripped back over a long line of memories: hanging with Jayden and the other guys on the
road, joining in their banter, always adapting my mood to what he seemed to need. Maybe I’d kept
some of my thoughts to myself, but who didn’t? I was here to support him, not the other way
around.
But I didn’t know what a “chill vibe” would be, let alone how to produce one if I hadn’t
managed to already, so I couldn’t promise to start delivering one. Arguing with him certainly
wouldn’t be very “chill.” I swallowed the tightness in my throat and added, “I’ve really enjoyed
working with you. I’ll still be listening.”
“Thank you, man. I mean it.” Jayden clapped me on the shoulder. “I hope they give you some
guy a lot less crazy than me to deal with next time. Or maybe one of those hot lady pop stars,
hmmm?”
He cracked a grin and tapped his hand against the dressing room door. “Give me ten. The car
should be around soon. I expect they’ll want you to stay on duty ‘til tomorrow anyway.”
Normally I wouldn’t have let him out of my sight in a venue like this, but with that ring glinting
on his finger and its duplicate carried throughout the flood of fans who’d be slowly dispersing
around the club, I wasn’t worried any Glower would get to him. So I took the dismissal with a nod
and left him, climbing the stairs to the private back exit.
I guessed all those times I’d hung back with him before, shot the breeze while he wound down
from a show, I’d actually been making him tense.
It happened sometimes—a Tether and a client just weren’t the right fit. Not that big a deal. But I
realized as I reached for the door handle that my jaw had clenched. That I’d gone rigid inside with
those words echoing through me.
No, not his words. Avery’s, from nearly a year ago.
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I feel like you’re never really relaxed with me. Comfortable. And if you’re not by now, it seems
like it’s probably never going to happen. Better that we accept that instead of trying to force this to
be something it’s not, right?
Just not the right fit, me and her, after almost a year together. As she’d seen it, anyway.
But that was long past, and I shouldn’t be thinking about it, or her, not any more. I’d be
assigned to another client, and life would go on as it always did.
I stepped out into the cool night air of the alley, grimacing at the gasoline smell wafting from
the busy road around the corner. The honking of L.A. traffic carried with it, but Jayden’s car hadn’t
turned up yet. A couple of Jayden’s bodyguards were standing at the alley’s entrance, ensuring that
the concert-goers continued on their way rather than sneaking around to gawk. I took in the mural
the club owners had hired some street artists to paint on the back of the building. Impressively
vibrant, and I liked the use of lines. It was a shame hardly anyone must get to see it.
I turned the other way and realized someone had slipped past the bodyguards. At first glance, I
didn’t quite mind. The young woman standing in the amber glow of a bulb over the back door of a
neighboring building was striking in a very enjoyable way. From her profile, I could see a large
dark eye and elegant nose, waves of bronze-brown hair cascading to mid-back, a trim torso and
generous hips clothed in a sleek black dress. If I had a type, she hit every criterion on the list. For
that instant, seeing her knocked any lingering thoughts of Avery from my head.
Then the woman swiveled toward me, and two things happened simultaneously. I was struck
even harder by the beauty of her face and the intensity of our gazes connecting, and I registered
what was off about the light falling over her. It wasn’t just falling over her. The glint in her hair and
the shine on her tan skin didn’t shift with her movements, but beamed steadily, as if emanating from
some source other than the bulb above her.
Because it was. It was emanating from her.
The jolt of attraction that had shot through me as our eyes met dissolved into disgust. Not a
woman. A Glower, in yet another deceptive disguise.
She smiled welcomingly at me as I strode toward her, as if we were going to have a friendly
conversation. That only made the words to order her gone leap up my throat faster. I was just
opening my mouth when she held out her slim hand to me and said, “Mateo. I was hoping I’d find
you.”
I’d never had a Glower call me by name on first meeting. I paused, sizing her up. I’d definitely
have remembered those looks if I’d seen them before, but a Glower could put on any appearance it
wanted. More telling was the aura of energy they gave off, a sense impossible to measure but as
distinct as a whiff of a scent or a taste tickling over your tongue.
This one didn’t feel remotely familiar. Shoulders braced, I accepted her hand for a brief shake to
see if the physical contact would tug a memory loose. Her skin was smooth and warm against mine,
and indicated nothing else. I let go, brushing my palm against my slacks. She gave no indication
that the gesture offended her.
“I have a proposition I’d like to discuss with you,” she said with that same slightly wry smile.
I’d have found it charming on a real human being.
“I’m not interested in discussing anything with a demon,” I said. “It’s time for you to leave.”
Her voice dropped to a purr. “But how can you know you’re not interested when you haven’t
heard what I’m offering?”
“Sometimes knowing who’s doing the offering is enough,” I replied and made a shooing
motion. “Get out of here. Or are you going to make me call over Security? They’re right there.”
The Glower sighed. Her breath glittered as it traveled into the air between us. “So closedminded, all of you Tethers are. I know things about you, Mateo. I could be very useful to you. And
to the rest of your Society too.”
The fact that she knew my name made it difficult to dismiss that as a total bluff. Why had she
come to me? But my answer was the same. “Not interested,” I repeated firmly, ignoring the flicker
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of curiosity. It didn’t matter why she’d picked me or what she thought she knew. She was trying to
manipulate me—that was the only game the Glowers knew.
The club’s back door creaked behind me, and Jayden’s jovial voice rang out. “Matty, what are
you doing? You can pick up the ladies when you’re off the clock.”
The Glower’s gaze darted to my client with more enthusiasm than I liked. My hands fisted. She
spoke before I had to.
“I can see this isn’t the best time for a full conversation. That’s fine. I’ll find you again. For
now, consider it, Mateo. How often does one of us come to you looking to make a fair deal? Think
of all the things I might be able to do for you.”
She waggled her fingers at me and ambled away, her hips swaying with her languid stride. I
pulled my attention back to my client, who was shaking his head at me. I tried to smile at him, to
pretend nothing was wrong, but my mouth was tight.
That last comment, the way she’d said it—it hadn’t sounded quite right. Not quite right in a way
that gnawed at me.
I turned it over in my head a dozen times while I rejoined Jayden and we climbed into the car
that had just pulled into the alley. It was only as I dropped into the seat that recognition hit me.
The strangeness hadn’t been in the words she’d uttered or her inflection. It’d been in her voice
itself. For that last sentence, she traded the sly sweet murmur she’d been using before for a timbre a
little higher, a little rougher, though still sweet enough to my ears for it to twist around my heart.
The Glower had spoken to me in Avery’s voice, perfect to a note.

To keep reading, buy the book!
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